Nicol & Andrew’s On Site Machining service is well equipped to help industry with fast, cost efficient repairs to all types of capital plant. We can help with on site repairs that require:-

- Drilling And Reaming
- Flange Facing
- Grinding and Honing
- Journal Machining
- In-Situ Electroplating
- Line Boring (Including Tapers)
- Milling
- Stud Drilling

Our teams of technicians come to you to carry out the repairs. We maintain an extensive range of equipment to cope with most aspects of plant maintenance including the machining of large or small items

How You Can Benefit By On Site Machining.

- Fast response (often same day)
- Downtime reduced (as little as 24 hours)
- Always available, 24/7 service
- No need to fully strip the machine
- No need to rotate damaged shafts
- Restored to original OEM specification
- Guaranteed and verifiable results
- Comprehensive technical backup

+44(0) 1494 429800
repairs@nicolandandrew.com
www.nicolandandrew.com